Heat and mass transfer along a vertical porous plate under the combined buoyancy force effects of thermal and species diffusion is investigated in the presence of a transversely applied uniform magnetic field and the Hall currents are taken into account. The governing fundamental equations on the assumption of a small magnetic Reynolds number are approximated by a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations, which are integrated by fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Velocity, temperature and concentration are shown on graphs. The numerical values of the local shear stress, the local Nusselt number Nu and the local Sherwood number Sh are entered in tables. The effects of the magnetic parameter, Hall parameter and the relative buoyancy force effect between species and thermal diffusion on the velocity, temperature and concentration are discussed. The results are compared with those known from the literature.
INTRODUCTION
Hydromagnetic transport in porous media has received considerable attention owing to applications in materials processing, geophysics, astrophysical flows, etc. Magnetic fields induce many complex phenomena in an electrically conducting flow regime, including Hall currents, ion-slip effects (at higher strength magnetic fields), Joule (Ohmic) heating, Alfven waves in plasma flows, etc. Such effects can have a considerable influence on heat transfer and flow dynamics. For example, in ionized gases with low density subjected to a strong magnetic field, the electrical conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field is lowered owing to free spiralling of electrons and ions about the magnetic lines of force prior to collisions; a current is thereby induced which is mutually perpendicular to both electrical and magnetic fields, constituting the Hall current effect. Katagiri (1969) has studied the effects of Hall current on the magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow past a semi-infinite plate. Pop and Soundalgekar (1974) and Gupta (1975) have investigated the effects of Hall current on the steady hydromagnetic flow in an incompressible viscous fluid. Hossain and Rashid (1987) discussed the effects of Hall current on unsteady free convection flow along a porous plate in the presence of foreign gases such as H 2 , CO 2 and NH 3 subjected to a transpiration velocity inversely proportional to the square root of time. Pop and Wattanabe (1994) considered the Hall effect on magnetohydrodynamic free convection about a semi-infinite vertical plate and solved the problem numerically by employing a difference-differential method in combination with Simpson's rule. Aboeldahab and Elbarbary (2001) discussed heat and mass transfer along a vertical plate under the combined buoyancy force effects of thermal and species diffusion in the presence of transversely applied magnetic field and taking Hall effect into account. The system of non-linear equations is solved by using Runge-Kutta methods. Chaudhary and Kumar Jha (2008) studied the MHD heat and mass transfer along a vertical plate immersed in a porous medium. Hossain (1986) , Hossain and Mohammad (1988) , Attia and SyedAhmed (2004) , Attia (2008) , Attia and Aboul-Hassan (2003) and Rana et al. (2007) studied the Hall effects. However, Aboeldahab (2001) studied the Hall current effects on MHD free convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical plate with radiation. Therefore, the objective of the present investigation is to study the steady magnetohydrodynamic free convection viscous incompressible fluid flow past a semi infinite vertical porous plate with mass transfer under strong external magnetic field.
FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
We study the steady magnetohydrodynamic free convection viscous incompressible fluid flow past a semi-infinite vertical porous plate with mass transfer. Here the x-axis is taken to be along the porous plate in the vertically upward direction. The y-axis is taken as being normal to the plate and a strong magnetic field B 0 is considered along the yaxis (Figure 1) . The temperature and the species concentration at the plate are T w (T  ) and C w (C  ), T  and C  being the temperature and species concentration of the free stream. The generalized Ohm's law including Hall current is given in the form given by Marg (1964) . In the absence of an externally applied electric field and with negligible effects of polarization of the ionized gas, we also assume that E = 0 (Meyer, 1958) . The effect of Hall currents gives rise to a force in the z-direction, which includes a cross flow in that direction, and hence the flow becomes three dimensional. To simplify the problem, we assume that there is no variation of flow, temperature and concentration quantities in the z-direction. It is also assumed, a valid assumption on the laboratory scale, that the induced magnetic field is negligible. Since the velocity of the fluid is low, the viscous dissipative heat is assumed to be negligible. The equation of conservation of electric charge J = J y = constant. This constant is zero since J y = 0 at the plate, which is electrically non-conducting. Thus J y = 0 everywhere in the flow. Under these assumptions the boundary layer free convection flow with mass transfer and generalized Ohm's law is governed by the following system of equations (1) - (5):
where
The appropriate boundary conditions of equations (1) -(5) are u=0, v=0 w=0, T=T w C=C w at y=0 u=0, v=0 w=0, T=T  C=C  as y (6) Proceeding with the analysis, we now define the similarity variables as follows:
The continuity equation is now satisfied by
Using equations (7) and (8), we may show that
The prime indicates the differentiation with respect to . In view of equations (7) - (9) we can show that equations (2) - (5) 
In view of equation (9) the boundary condition (6) reduces to
In free convection problems the Grashof number may be interpreted physically as a dimensionless group representing the ratio of the buoyancy forces due to temperature differences to the viscous forces. Similarly, in free convection and mass transfer flow systems, the modified Grashof number Gc can be interpreted as a dimensionless group representing the ratio of the buoyancy forces due to concentration differences to the viscous forces. So, the dimensionless parameter e is a measure of the ratio of the buoyant forces due to concentration differences to the buoyant forces due to temperature differences and plays an important role in the free convection and mass transfer flow systems.
The governing boundary layer Eq. (10)-Eq. (14) is approximated by a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations replacing the derivatives with respect to  by two point backward finite differences with step size 0.01. These equations are integrated by a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The major physical quantities of interest are the local Shear stress  x and  z , the local Nusselt number Nu and the local Sherwood number Sh, which are defined, respectively by Tables 2-4 , we show the effect of the magnetic, Hall, and e parameters on the functions f, g,  and  at the plate surfaces respectively. From the tables we note that the wall shear stress along the plate f decreases, while the shear stress across the plate g' increases with M increases. On the other hand, f increases with m increase but g' increases monotonically when m increases to 1 and decreases for values of m greater than 1. The local Nusselt number and local Sherwood number decrease with increasing magnetic parameter M, and e increases. In the case when m=0, i.e., in the absence of Hall currents, the flow becomes two-dimensional with the velocity components in x and y directions only, i.e., g vanishes. Also, the z component of the shear force g' at the plate vanishes identically (see Table 2 ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present work generalized the problem of free convection flow of an electrically conducting, viscous, incompressible fluid near a semi-infinite vertical porous plate. The fluid motion is subjected to an external strong magnetic field normal to the plate. Hall current effects are included and mass transfer is taken into consideration. After a certain transformation, numerical solution has been obtained by a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. Results are obtained for various values of magnetic parameter M, Hall parameter m, relative buoyancy force parameter e, and permeability parameter K.
The results of the numerical computations are displayed in the following section. For the primary velocity f', secondary velocity g, temperature θ and concentration Φ respectively for Sc = 0.6, Pr = 0.72, are drawn against  for different values of M ,m, e, and K. Figures 2-5 show typical profiles for the fluid tangential velocity f', the lateral velocity g, temperature θ and the concentration Φ for different values of the magnetic parameter respectively. Application of a magnetic field to an electrically conducting fluid produces a drag-like force called the Lorentz force. This force causes reduction in the fluid velocity in the boundary layer which, in turn, reduces the rate of heat and mass convection in the flow and this appears when increasing the fluid temperature and concentration. These behaviours are clearly illustrated in Figures 2, 4 and 5. In the absence of the magnetic field, there is no lateral velocity (g = 0) and as M increases (consequently m increases), a cross flow in the lateral direction is greatly induced due to the Hall effect. This is clearly depicted in Figure 3 . Figure 16 , it is observed that an increase in the Prandtl number results in a decrease of the thermal boundary layer thickness and in general lower average temperature within the boundary layer. The reason is that smaller values of Pr are equivalent to an increase in the thermal conductivity of the fluid and therefore heat is able to diffuse away from the heated surface more rapidly for higher values of Pr. 
CONCLUSIONS
The above analysis brings out the following results of physical interest on the velocity, temperature and concentration distribution of the flow field.
1. The magnetic parameter M retards the velocity of the flow field at all points due to the magnetic pull of the Lorentz force acting on the flow field. 2. The effect of Hall parameter m is to increase the velocity of the flow field at all points. 3. The effect of porosity parameter K is to enhance the velocity of the flow field at all points. 4. The Prandtl number Pr reduces the temperature of the flow field at all points. The higher the Prandtl number, the sharper is the reduction in temperature of the flow field. 5. The concentration distribution of the flow field decreases at all points as the Hall parameter m increases. This means the heavier diffusing species have a greater retarding effect on the concentration distribution of the flow field. 
